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Growth of multidomains in epitaxial thin-film oxides is known to have a detrimental effect on some func-
tional properties, and, thus, efforts are done to suppress them. It is commonly accepted that optimal properties
of the metallic and ferromagnetic SrRuO3 sSROd epitaxies can only be obtained if vicinal SrTiO3 s001d sSTOd
substrates are used. It is believed that this results from the suppression of multidomain structure in the SRO
film. Here we revise this important issue. Nanometric films of SRO have been grown on STOs001d vicinal
substrates with miscut suVd angles in the ,0.04°–4° range. Extensive structural analysis by x-ray-reciprocal
space maps and m-Raman spectroscopy indicates that single-domain, orthorhombic, SRO films are already
obtained on the almost singular suV<0.1° d substrate, and, thus, substrates with large miscut angles are not
required to grow twin-free films. In spite of this, transport properties are found to be optimized for films grown
on vicinal substrates suVø2° d. We claim that this is the result of the change of the growth mode and the
resulting film morphology rather than the change of the domain structure. These findings drive the attention to
the relevance of the growth mechanism at the initial stages of film growth, and we discuss its implications in
other areas of oxide epitaxies. Moreover, we show that in clamped epitaxies on cubic substrates, in spite of
isotropic biaxial substrate-induced strains, films may have an in-plane orthorhombic symmetry which results
from the internal degree of freedom defined by rotations of the oxygen octahedrons.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.174411 PACS numberssd: 61.72.Mm, 78.30.2j, 68.55.Jk, 73.50.2h
I. INTRODUCTION
Epitaxies of oxide materials, such as high-TC supercon-
ductors, ferroelectrics, or colossal magnetoresistive com-
pounds, are getting a prominent role in research and applica-
tions. Many of these applications require a detailed control
of the epitaxies, and single-crystalline films are required.
However, quite commonly, twinning occurs and some rel-
evant functional properties scritical current, magnetic aniso-
tropy, electric polarizationd are severely affected.
SrRuO3 sSROd is attracting a lot of attention because of
its metallic properties sits room-temperature resistivity is of
about 200 mV cmd, and it is being employed as an electrode
in several oxide-based devices.1 It is remarkably resistant to
corrosion, and this strong chemical stability makes its use
very appealing in technological applications. Moreover, SRO
bulk specimens undergo a ferromagnetic transition at TC
<160 K, and this makes them applicable in spintronics.2,3
Band-structure calculations show that the magnetic and
transport properties of SRO can be explained by a strong
hybridization of oxygen 2p-derived states with ruthenium d
states, which leads to a p* narrow-type conduction band.4,5
The magnetic state of SRO is very fragile and depends criti-
cally on the overlapping of those orbitals. For instance, as
the Ca2+ ion is smaller than Sr2+, the perovskite cell of
CaRuO3 is more distorted than SRO, and ferromagnetism is
suppressed. The metallic state is more robust and com-
pounds, such as CaRuO3 or BaRuO3, still remain metallic,6
with resistivity values close to that of SRO.
At room temperature, bulk SRO has an orthorhombic
structure sPbnmd with lattice parameters a=5.567 Å,
b=5.553 Å, and c=7.845 Å.7 Because of the small distor-
tions with respect to the ideal cubic perovskite structure,
SRO is often indexed in a pseudocubic unit cell with param-
eter acsSROd<3.93 Å. Thus, the volume of the orthorhom-
bic unit cell is <˛2ac3˛2ac32ac. SrTiO3 sSTOd substrate
is commonly used for epitaxial growth of SRO. STO has a
cubic perovskite structure sPm3¯md and lattice constant of
acsSTOd=3.905 Å. If one assumes that when SRO is depos-
ited on a s001d STO substrate, the orthorhombic symmetry of
the SRO unit cell is preserved, then the film can grow epi-
taxially with its s001d°, s110d°, or s11¯0d° planes parallel to
the STO s001d surface sreflections indexed with an ortho-
rhombic unit cell are denoted henceforth by fh k lg0 Miller
indices; those indexed as cubic by fh k lgcd. Therefore,
as described by Jiang et al.,8 there are six possible SRO
domain structures and orientations: sid The SRO film can
grow with its s110d° plane parallel to the STO s001dc surface
with an in-plane orientation relationship with respect to the
STO substrate of either SROf001g° / /STOf010gc
and SROf11¯0g° / /STOf100gc smode Xd or
SROf001g° / /STOf100gc and SROf11¯0g° / /STOf010gc
smode Yd. siid The SRO film can also grow with its s11¯0d°
plane parallel to the s001dc surface of STO with an in-plane
orientation relationship of either SROf001g° / /STOf010gc
and SROf110g° / /STOf100gc smode X8d, or
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SROf001g° / /STOf100gc and SROf1¯10g° / /STOf010gc
smode Y8d. siiid The SRO film grows along its f001g° axis
normal to the s001dc surface of STO, with an in-plane
orientation relationship of either SROf100g° / /STOf110gc
and SROf010g° / /STOf11¯0gc smode Zd, or
SROf100g° / /STOf11¯0gc and SROf010g° / /STOf110gc
smode Z8d. If some of these variants were simultaneously
formed during film growth, then multidomain structures
would coexist in a thin film.
The presence of multidomains and the concomitant pres-
ence of boundaries are expected to affect relevant properties
because of the high sensitivity of the magnetotransport prop-
erties of SRO to structural disorder. Therefore the growth of
twin-free samples exhibiting a single crystallographic orien-
tation would be highly desirable. On the one hand, this
would avoid contributions to resistivity arising from twin
boundaries. On the other hand, it may allow one to tailor
magnetic electrodes with well-defined in-plane components
of the magnetic easy axis.9 Some of these reasons prompted
early studies on multidomain formation sand suppressiond in
SRO films on STO s001dc.
X-ray-diffraction analysis allowed one to determine that
SRO films grow with a f110g° texture normal to the substrate
and the in-plane texture was investigated by performing w
scans of off-axis nondegenerated peaks.1,10 It was argued that
the domain structure is critically dependent on the STO sub-
strate miscut angle:10 it was reported that the microstructure
of SRO thin films grown on nominally exact STO s001dc
substrates consisted of both X- and Y-type domains with
nearly the same volume fraction. In contrast, films grown on
large miscut angle substrates suV<2°–4° d were found to be
single domain.10,11
We note that these statements imply that the unit cell of
the SRO films grown on the STO substrate is actually ortho-
rhombic sas it is in bulk SRO at room temperatured and thus
strain effects related to epitaxial growth on a cubic substrate
sSTOd are not explicitly considered. Moreover, the reported
x-ray diffraction sXRDd evidences sw scansd of orthorhombic
symmetry of SRO and single domain selection by substrate
vicinality are not free of ambiguities.12 Transmission electron
microscopy sTEMd11 was employed to support the x-ray-
diffraction results on the in-plane texture of SRO films
grown on STOs001dc substrates. From these experiments it
was concluded that the unit cell is orthorhombic. However,
as already signaled by some authors,13 sample preparation
for TEM characterization may promote structural relaxation
and thus this conclusion is not free from experimental draw-
backs.
In spite of these observations, the use of vicinal STO sub-
strates for the growth of SRO has become the rule, assuming
that the absence of multiple cell-orientation variants is at the
origin of the observed improved electrical properties.14
In this paper we shall revise these issues. We have grown
epitaxial SRO films on STOs001d substrates of various vici-
nalities and thicknesses by pulsed-laser deposition sPLDd.
By state-of-the-art x-ray-diffraction sXRDd techniques we
show that fully strained SRO films are grown on STO s001dc.
As a result of the full in-plain strain, the basal unit cell of
SRO matches that of the cubic STO substrate, thus imposing
a squared in-plane lattice metrics. Below we show that the
experimental data indicate that f0 0 1g° SRO axis is
in the film plane. Therefore, this implies that s1/˛2dds1
−1 0d°sSROd for s1/˛2dds1 1 0d°sSROdg
=s1/2dds001d°sSROd=acsSTOd=3.905 Å along the in-plane
f100gc and f010gc directions of the STO substrate; ds1
−1 0d° ,ds1 1 0d° and ds001d° denote the corresponding in-
terplanar distances in SRO. In spite of this coincidence,
through extensive use of c-w coupled area scans and
m-Raman spectroscopy, we conclusively show that the in-
plane internal symmetry of the unit cell is not square, that is,
the f1−10g° sor f1 1 0g°d and the f001g° directions are not
equivalent and thus the SRO unit cells are well aligned along
a unique direction, forming a single-domain structure sit is in
this specific sense that we use the term “twin free”d, irrespec-
tive of the substrate vicinality. Even films grown on STO
substrates with a miscut angle as low as uV<0.1° are found
to be single domain. That means that even though the films
grow perfectly matched to the substrate lattice parameters,
there is still some internal degree of freedom, probably de-
fined by rotations of the RuO6 octahedrons within the unit
cell, that defines a nonsquared in-plane internal symmetry.
Having established that nonvicinal substrates can be used to
obtain twin-free films, we have investigated the role of mis-
cut angle on the magnetotransport properties of films. Inter-
estingly enough, we show that, in close agreement with pre-
vious reports, films grown on uV<2° substrates have a far
reduced residual resistivity.
From the above two observations we conclude that the
enhanced quality of films does not result from an eventual
suppression of crystallographic multidomains. Instead, we
suggest that it results from a change of growth mode as the
substrate miscut angle is modified. Indeed, atomic force mi-
croscopy analysis reveals significant morphological changes
for vicinalities uV<2°. This finding illustrates the relevant
role of growth mechanism on functional properties of oxides
and emphasizes the importance of substrate nanostructure.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
SRO films were deposited by PLD at a substrate tempera-
ture of 750 °C and under 0.1 mbar of pure oxygen. STOs001d
substrates with miscut angles within uV s0.04°, 0.1°, 0.5°, 1°,
1.5°, 2°, and 4°d were used. We note that uVł0.1° corre-
sponds to an almost singular substrate with nominally zero
miscut. The miscut angle was determined by x-ray tech-
niques and also from atomic force microscope sAFMd height
profiles.
A first set of films were characterized by x-ray-diffraction
experiments in a Philips MRD four-circle diffractometer with
Cu Ka radiation. A triple-axis configuration was used. As
representative examples of the structural differences among
samples, we present here data corresponding to the film
grown on a singular suV<0.1° d and on a large miscut angle
suV<1.9° d STO substrate.
Films with thickness t<90 nm were characterized by Ra-
man spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy experiments were
performed using a Jobin-Yvon T64000 confocal m-Raman
spectrometer at room temperature, in a backscattering con-
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figuration. The energy resolution of the spectrometer was set
to 1 cm−1, and a Si crystal grown along the f111g direction
was used for energy calibration. Measurements were done in
a backscattering zsxxdz¯ configuration, where z denotes the
direction of propagation of light parallel to the growth axis
of the sample, and x its polarization.15 In the zsxxdz¯ configu-
ration the polarizer and the analyzer were set parallel to each
other. With the aim of probing the in-plane texture, the
samples were rotated around the film perpendicular axis. For
each rotation angle Us0° łUł180° d, a Raman spectrum in
the range of energies 140 cm−1łnł500 cm−1 was col-
lected. For these particular experiments and with the aim of
being used as reference and comparison, SRO films grown
on LaAlO3 sLAOd were also measured. We recall here that
SRO films grown on LAO are ubiquitously found to be re-
laxed with multidomains,16 owing to the strong twinning of
the substrate and the large mismatch.
In order to emphasize the role of substrate and for elec-
trical transport characterization, a series of nanometric films,
3.5 nm and 7 nm thick, have been grown on substrates with
miscut suVd angles in the ,0.04°–4° range. Transport mea-
surements were done in a PPMS Quantum Design system
with the four-probe method.
A Molecular Imaging atomic force microscope sAFMd in
tapping mode was used to explore the film’s surface. After
appropriate flattening the obtained images were used to de-
termine the miscut angle.
III. RESULTS
A. Domain structure analysis: Reciprocal space maps
We analyze here the domain structure in two characteris-
tic samples, namely, a SRO film grown on a nominally exact
STO s001dc substrate and a SRO film grown on an intention-
ally miscut 2°-vicinal STO s001dc substrate. The actual mis-
cut angle values were determined experimentally to be uV
<0.1° and uV<1.9°, respectively, and the thickness was t
<90 nm for both films.
Reciprocal space maps sRSMd of both samples were per-
formed around s204dc , s114dc , s024dc, and s11¯4dc diffraction
peaks. In this way, the eventual presence of in-plane twin
behavior could be analyzed, since these RSMs were scanned
along different orientations on the in-plane projection of the
pseudocubic unit cell fsee Fig. 1sedg. The RSMs for both
samples around s114dc and s11¯4dc reflections are displayed in
Figs. 1sad and 1sbd suV<0.1° d and Figs. 1scd and 1sdd suV
<1.9° d. Similar results were observed for RSMs measured
around s204dc and s024dc reflections. We note from Fig. 1sad
that the film and the substrate have a common in-plane pro-
FIG. 1. sColor onlined Reciprocal space maps
around the s1 1 4d and s1 1¯4d reflections for SRO
films with thickness t=90 nm grown on STO s0 0
1d substrates with miscut angle sa,bd uV<0.1°
and sc,dd uV<1.9°. sed Schematic illustration of
the in-plane scanning directions of reciprocal
space maps around s2 0 4d, s1 1 4d, s0 2 4d, and
s1 1¯4d reflections.
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jection of the reciprocal vector; the same conclusion follows
after rotation of 90° fthe s11¯4dc reflection, Fig. 1sbdg. As a
result, the SRO films grow fully strained. As the substrate
is cubic it should be concluded that, within the experimental
resolution, the pseudocubic unit cell of SRO has a square
in-plane metrics, with s1/˛2dds1 −1 0d°sSROd
for s1/˛2dds1 1 0d°sSROdg=s1/2dds001d°sSROd=acsSTOd
=3.905 Å. The same conclusion follows from the observa-
tion of the RSMs of the uV<1.9° sample fFigs. 1scd and
1sddg. The same behavior was also observed in a SRO film
with large thickness t<320 nm.17,18
A pseudocubic SRO unit cell with equal in-plane lattice
parameters is expected from the isotropic strain induced by
growth on the cubic STO substrate. However, a square in-
plane metrics does not preclude the possibility of having a
rectangular in-plane internal symmetry. But RSMs are not
the appropriate tool to clarify this issue and, thus, other tech-
niques, such as w scans of nondegenerated peaks or
m-Raman spectroscopy have been used.
B. Domain structure analysis: w scans of nondegenerated
peaks
C-w coupled area scans of the nondegenerated s221d° dif-
fraction peaks were performed. We assumed that the SRO
films were oriented with the f001g° axis in the film plane. We
will show that this assumption is required to satisfactorily
explain the results from Raman spectra. The experiments
were done on the same two samples described above; that is:
t<90 nm,uV<0.1° and uV<1.9°. The results are displayed
in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd. We observe that in both cases, i.e., the
films grown on the uV<0.1° fFig. 2sadg and on the uV
<1.9° fFig. 2sbdg STO substrates, the C-w coupled area
scans show only two peaks separated by Dw<180° of each
other. This means that although the in-plane metrics is
square, the internal symmetry of the unit cell is not. More-
over, these observations indicate that both films display a
single-domain orientation. The presence of orthogonal do-
mains should be manifested by the presence of two sets of
peaks, split 180°, and dephased by 90°. Certainly this is not
observed in Fig. 2. It thus follows that not only are the films
grown on vicinal substrates twin-free, as expected, but also
the film grown on the nominally exact suV<0.1° d substrate
has a single crystallographic domain. This is a quite striking
result because, as mentioned above, as a rule of thumb large
miscut substrates are often used to obtain single-domain
SRO films.1,9,10,19
The main result presented here, namely, the single orien-
tation of the orthorhombic unit cell even for films grown on
nominally exact substrates, is confirmed by m-Raman spec-
troscopy, as described in Sec. III C.
C. Domain structure analysis: m-Raman spectroscopy
Two SRO films, one grown on a STOs001d substrate and
the other on LAO s001d substrate have been characterized by
m-Raman spectroscopy. In both cases, the substrates were
nominally exact, with an actual miscut angle of uV<0.1°,
and their thickness was t<160 nm. Spectra were collected in
backscattering configuration along the growth direction of
the films, with the polarizer and analyzer set parallel to each
other. A series of spectra were obtained rotating the films an
angle U around their normal axis. The results collected for
U=0° and 90° are displayed stop and bottomd for both films
in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd for SRO films on STO and LAO,
respectively. The low-energy modes around 200–240 cm−1
have an intensity that is almost independent on U; this is
consistent with a Ag symmetry of this mode as reported by
Iliev et al.20 On the other hand, inspection of data in Fig. 3sad
clearly reveals features in the spectra of SRO on STO, par-
ticularly noticeable in the region around 350–410 cm−1, that
largely evolves with U. On the contrary, the 350–410 cm−1
modes of SRO films on LAO fFig. 3sbdg do not display a
significant variation with U. These variations in the spectra
reflect both the symmetry of the corresponding phonon
modes and the symmetry of the film. From the comparison of
the spectra taken at 0° and 90° stop and bottomd for SRO on
STO and LAO films fFigs. 3sad and 3sbdg it follows that there
is a clear evolution of the 350–410 cm−1 modes for SRO
grown on STO, whereas the relative intensity of the corre-
sponding modes of SRO films on LAO remains almost un-
changed.
Three phonon modes were identified in the region around
350–410 cm−1: two modes of B1g symmetry s353 and
398 cm−1d and one mode of Ag symmetry s373 cm−1d.20 No-
tice that there is a shift to higher energies of up to 3 cm−1 in
the position of the phonon modes when comparing both
samples, indicating that the SRO film grown on STO is un-
der in-plane compressive strain, in agreement with the x-ray
analysis of the films performed in Sec. III A.
To simplify the discussion, we will refer to the analysis
performed on the phonon mode at 373 cm−1 to determine the
crystallographic orientation of the samples and will focus our
attention on the mode at 398 cm−1 to study the domain struc-
FIG. 2. sColor onlined C-f area scans of the
s2 2 1d0 reflection are displayed for a film grown
on sad a nominally exact STO substrate and sbd a
STO substrate with uV,1.9°.
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ture of the films. Figures 3scd and 3sdd show the Raman
spectra around the 373 cm−1 and 398 cm−1 modes as a func-
tion of the angle U. In order to extract information from the
measured spectra, Raman peaks were deconvoluted by fitting
the spectral profiles with Lorentzian curves and the corre-
sponding areas were determined. A linear background below
each Raman peak was determined by extrapolation and sub-
tracted from the spectrum before peak fitting. The evolution
of the intensity of the 398 cm−1 mode as a function of U is
visualized by the shadowed areas comprised under the fitted
curves in Figs. 3scd and 3sdd. From this picture, a clear-cut
different behavior between both films is observed. This is
more easily observed when the angular dependence of the
measured extracted intensity is plotted for the whole range of
measured U values. In Figs. 3sed and 3sfd we collect the
angular dependence of the intensity of the ,398 cm−1 mode
for the SRO film on STO and LAO, respectively. Inspection
of data in Fig. 3sed reveals that the measured intensity for the
SRO on STO film has a period of about 180°, whereas in the
case of SRO on LAO fFig. 3sddg the intensity appears to
display an intermediate behavior, with a period of 90°. In
order to analyze, in detail, these data, the symmetry of the
corresponding phonon modes shall be considered. For this
purpose we have used the orthorhombic space group of bulk
SRO sPbnmd. The corresponding Raman tensors for phonon
modes of Ag and B1g symmetry are given by
Ag ↔ 1a 0 00 b 00 0 g 2 , s1ad
B1g ↔ 10 « 0« 0 00 0 0 2 s1bd
where a ,b, and g stand for the Ag tensor components along
the x ,y, and z directions, and « is the B1g tensor component
corresponding to the x-y directions. According to the results
of Iliev et al.,20 the Ag mode at 373 cm−1 is characterized by
a large value of the polarizability along the f001g° axis, with
g@a<b. Based on this fact and making use of the tensors
given by Eqs. s1ad and s1bd, we can calculate the angular
dependence of the peak intensity, which depends on the ori-
entation of the domains in the crystal and on the polarization
of the incident and scattered light. If the growth axis were
along the f001g° direction, the intensity of the Ag-phonon
modes would follow the expression
Fa2 cos2U + b2 sin2UG2 s2d
Taking into account that a<b, this equation would predict
no change in intensity of the Ag modes with U, a result
which is in obvious disagreement with the angular evolution
of the Ag phonon mode at 373 cm−1 of SRO/ /STO fsee Fig.
3scdg. Thus, the angular evolution of this mode indicates that
the f001g° axis of SRO/ /STO lies in the film-plane. As a
consequence, the intensity of the Ag-phonon modes follows
the expression
FSa2 + b2 Dcos2U + g sin2UG2, s3d
whereas for a Raman phonon of B1g symmetry it is given by
F«2cos2UG2. s4d
We note that Eq. s3d predicts that the intensity of phonons
with Ag symmetry, as a function of U, will remain constant
for those modes for which a=b=g. This is the case of the
modes around 200–240 cm−1. In contrast, for the mode with
g@a=b at 373 cm−1 a signal with a period of 180° is ex-
pected, with a maximum amplitude for U=90°. Equations
s3d and s4d reproduce the angular evolution of the peaks of
the SRO/STO sample provided that U=90° corresponds to a
direction of polarization parallel to the f001g°. From the pre-
vious discussion we conclude that: sid in spite of the fact that
the length of the in-plane lattice parameters of the SRO/STO
sample are proved to be equal by x-ray analysis, the in-plane
unit cell has an orthorhombic symmetry, evidenced by the
fact that the Ag mode at 373 cm−1 shows much larger inten-
sity for polarization along the f001g° axis than perpendicular
FIG. 3. sColor onlined Raman spectra recorded at angles U
=0° , 90° for films grown on nominally exact sad STO and sbd LAO
substrates. The intensity of the Raman peaks at ,398 cm−1 as a
function of U, for SRO films grown on scd STO and on sdd LAO
were evaluated by fitting the spectra using Lorentzian lines. The
area under the fitted curves is shadowed. The U dependence of the
peak intensity of the phonon mode at ,398 cm−1 measured in a
zsxxdz¯ configuration is displayed in sed for the film on STO and in
sfd for the film on LAO. The continuous line in sed corresponds to
Eq. s4d. For sfd, we have considered Eq. s4d and its orthogonal
rotation representing domains that occupy the same scattering
volume.
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to it; siid the film grown on LAO has a two-domain structure
with the orthorhombic unit cell oriented at 90° of each other,
as expected from the twinning of the LAO substrate. This
observation explains why the peak intensity of the 398 cm−1
phonon mode fFig. 3sfdg has a period of 90°, instead of the
180° period observed for the twin-free film grown on STO.
The results of the analysis of Raman spectra are in agree-
ment with those of w scans of nondegenerated diffraction
peaks explained in the last section, i.e., the unit cell of SRO
films grown on STO substrates has an orthorhombic symme-
try although its metrics is tetragonal, and the films show a
single crystallographic domain. In contrast, the angular de-
pendence of the peak intensity of the same phonon mode
measured in the film grown on LAO can be explained by
assuming a multidomain structure. It is worth stressing that
the internal in-plane asymmetry of the unit cell, related to the
buckling of the oxygen octahedrons, is preserved in these
fully strained films, although the metrics of the unit cell is
forced to be tetragonal because of the clamping to the sub-
strate. Our results on SRO on STO are along the same lines
of recent reports21 on the cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition
occurring in SrTiO3 at about 105 K, which, in substrate-
induced strained films, still occurs but without any change of
the shape of the unit cell lattice. These observations illustrate
the relevance of substrate-induced clamping effects on phase
transitions and domain formation in epitaxial films.
IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF ULTRATHIN SRO
FILMS
The effect of the growth-induced disorder on the transport
properties was investigated in epitaxial SRO ultrathin films
st=3.5 nm,7 nmd grown on as-received STOs0 0 1d sub-
strates with different miscut angles s0.04° łuVł4° d. Figure
4sad shows the measured resistance values, normalized to the
values at high temperature, for films grown on 0.04°, 1.5°,
and 4° substrates for films with thickness t=3.5 nm sleft
paneld and t=7 nm sright paneld. Inspection of data in Fig.
4sad reveals the presence of resistivity minima at low tem-
perature. This phenomenon is closely related to the amount
of structural disorder. Stronger disorder is revealed by a
higher value of Tmin, i.e., the temperature at which the resis-
tivity minima appear. Thus, the evolution of Tmin with the
substrate miscut angle reflects the evolution of growth-
induced disorder.18 It is found that the values of Tmin are
strongly dependent on the substrate miscut angle, as empha-
sized in Fig. 4sbd. The resistance was measured by injecting
current along two orthogonal in-plane directions. The experi-
mental data revealed the presence of an in-plane anisotropic
resistance that was more prominent in the thinner series of
films, related to the anisotropic growth mode occurring at
early stages of growth.22 For that reason, Fig. 4sbd shows two
different Tmin values for t=3.5 nm series because of the re-
sistance anisotropy, but only one value for the t=7 nm,
where this anisotropy virtually vanished.
FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad The temperature de-
pendence of the resistance is plotted for films
grown on STO s0 0 1d substrates with miscut
angle uV=0.04° ,1.5°, and uV=4° with thickness
t=3.5 nm sleft paneld and t=7 nm sright paneld.
The resistance has been normalized to the value
at 300 K. sbd The temperatures Tmin at which the
minima of RsTd appear are plotted against the
substrate miscut angle.
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From Figs. 4sad and 4sbd it is clear that the transport prop-
erties are strongly dependent on the film thickness and the
substrate miscut angle. We observe first that films with thick-
ness t=7 nm show low Tmin values sbelow 5 Kd, indicating
that the growth-induced structural disorder is significantly
lower than in films with thickness t=3.5 nm. This can be
understood by assuming that disorder develops in the regions
near the interface, and its effects become less significant
when the film thickness is larger. On the other hand, within
the series of thickness t=3.5 nm, the Tmin values are particu-
larly high sTmin,30–40 Kd for films grown on substrates
with uV=0.5–1.5°. For films grown on substrates with uV
<2°, the growth-induced structural disorder is significantly
reduced.
In order to understand the previous results, we have ana-
lyzed the data from surface morphologies of SRO films ob-
tained from AFM measurements. Figures 5sad and 5sbd show
the AFM images of films grown on 0.5° STO substrates with
thickness t<1.75 nm sad and t<14 nm sbd. In these condi-
tions, it was observed that at the early stages there is a fin-
gerlike structure originated by three-dimensional islands that
nucleated along the substrate steps.22 Afterward, adatoms
stick preferentially in the valleys of the structure and the
films become progressively smoother. Above a certain thick-
ness, the films are extremely flat and have a structure of
terraces and steps, with the growth proceeding by a step flow
or by a layer-by-layer mechanism, depending on the exact
value of the substrate miscut angle.23 Highly disordered
zones are expected to form at the boundaries where the coa-
lescence of the fingers occurs. Since steps are closer as the
miscut angle increases, the number of formed fingers in-
creases and the growth-induced disorder is expected to be
larger. This might explain the larger disorder in film grown
on the 0.5° substrate than the one grown on the 0.1° sub-
strates fsee Fig. 4sbdg.
In contrast, the surface morphologies of films grown on 2°
STO substrates with thickness t<1.75 nm fFig. 5scdg and t
<100 nm fFig. 5sddg reveal that film growth is clearcut dif-
ferent. We observe in Fig. 5scd a lobulelike structure with a
typical size of about 200 nm. Inspection of Fig. 5sdd indi-
cates that this structure evolves into a formation of bunched
steps, with a typical separation between steps of about 200
nm. Especially significant is the comparison of Figs. 5sad
s0.5° substrated and 5scd s2° substrated. For the former, the
nearly coalescing fingerlike units have a typical width of
about 50 nm, whereas for the latter, the nearly coalescing
lobulelike units have a typical size of about 200 nm. It is
expected, then, that the growth-induced disordered regions,
mostly located at regions where coalescence occurs, should
be more significant for the film grown on the 0.5° substrate.
This might explain why the electrical properties of the film
grown on the 2° substrates are improved fsee Fig. 4sbdg.
These remarks indicate that the electrical properties of
SRO films are not solely determined by the crystallographic
structure. As pointed out above, it has been argued that SRO
films must be grown on vicinal STO substrates with large
enough miscut angles in order to have a single-domain ori-
entation of the orthorhombic unit cell and avoid twin bound-
aries. This has been established as a necessary premise to
have high-quality SRO films. However, we have demon-
strated that our films are twin-free even when grown on 0.1°
substrates. In spite of this, we observe that the transport
properties of epitaxial SRO ultrathin films are strongly de-
pendent on the miscut angle. Bearing in mind the strong
dependence of the growth mode on the substrate miscut
angle, it is reasonable to ascribe the change of the transport
properties to the change of the growth mode. The anisotropic
growth mode along substrate steps at early stages induces a
structural disorder that is localized at the regions where the
finger-like units coalesce. Within this picture, one can rea-
sonably argue that the growth-induced disorder will be
strongly dependent on those parameters that, as the substrate
miscut angle, determine the growth mode. These findings
emphasize that not only the film epitaxy and texture must be
carefully analyzed, but that careful attention must be paid to
those parameters having an impact on the film growth and
inducing disorder at local level, which might be hardly de-
tected by conventional experimental tools, such as x-ray dif-
fraction.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have first shown that SRO films grow
fully strained on STO substrates and have an in-plane
squared lattice. However, the internal degree of freedom,
likely determined by rotations of the RuO6 octahedrons, still
induces the existence of a well-defined in-plane anisotropic
axis sreminiscent of the orthorhombic symmetry of bulkd.
That means that the oxygen octahedrons rotate as expected to
occur across the cubic to orthorhombic high-temperature
phase transition, although the in-plane lattice parameters of
the pseudocubic SRO unit cell are clamped to that of the
substrate. Under the used growth conditions and the well-
matched STO substrate, a single orientation of this in-plane
anisotropy axis exists and thus SRO films on STO are twin-
free. We have demonstrated that our films are single domain
FIG. 5. sColor onlined AFM topographic images corresponding
to films grown on uV=0.5° substrates with thickness sad 1.75 nm
and sbd 14 nm and to films grown on uV=2° substrates with thick-
ness scd 1.75 nm and sdd 100 nm.
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even when grown on STO substrates with uV<0.1°; thus,
large vicinalities of substrates are not a prerequisite to obtain
single-domain SRO films.
The transport properties of SRO ultrathin films are found
to be strongly dependent on thickness and on the substrate
miscut angle. In particular, it is seen sin agreement with pre-
vious reportsd that films grown on large miscut angle sub-
strates show lower residual resistivities and higher residual
resistance ratios. As all films are twin-free, we conclude that
the striking change of the magnetotransport properties with
the miscut angle cannot be attributed to an untwining of the
orthorhombic unit cell for films grown on large miscut sub-
strates, but originates from a change of the growth mode and
the resulting microstructure. These findings are relevant in
several contexts. First, they show that phase transition and
twin formation in epitaxial films can take place differently
from in bulk, as they may occur without changes in unit cell
volumes or shape. Second, they illustrate the critical role of
the mechanism of film growth and epitaxial formation on
functional properties of oxides.
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